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More-than-hu a

1

‘esilie ce(s)? Enhancing Community in Finnish Forest Farms

Introduction
Latel

esilie e has e o e the a s e to e e thi g (Diprose, 2014: 44)

Resilience, like sustainability, empowerment and a host of other concepts, seems easy to dismiss as yet another
ambiguous buzzword that is deployed in multiple ways by varying actants (Brassett et al., 2013). Yet, despite
increasing critique regarding its depoliticised, catch-all nature and obliviousness to inequality (Brassett et al., 2013;
Diprose, 2014; Fainstein, 2015), it remains a useful tool to explore and analyse experiences of complexity and
unpredictability (Coward, 2015), and engage with processes of change (Wilson, 2015). In spite of the wide variety
and backgrounds to its usage, common motifs in definitions of resilience centre around the capacity of an
individual/community/organisation/system to sustain and adapt to disturbances and change while retaining
essentially the same identity, structure, function and relations (Adger et al., 2011; Fainstein, 2015).
Nevertheless, for critics resilience ultimately remains futile because it instils inequality, re-locates responsibility
fro

the state to a ti e itize s a d so de ol es risk and defers demands for change (Diprose, 2014). Evans and

Reid (2013: 93) argue that so ial respo si ilit [is] repla ed
subject is forced to live with insecurity.

a eoli eralised are for the self as the resilie t

Resilience therefore becomes a nihilistic form of neoliberal

interventionism, which forces the subject to abandon the political (ibid), and the maintenance of business as
usual offers no basis for contentious politics or the pursuit of social justice (Diprose, 2014). This highlights the
now hegemonic theoretical connection of neoliberalism and resilience (see Hall and Lamont, 2013; Howell, 2015;
Joseph, 2013; Reid, 2012; Rogers, 2013). This paper responds to A derso s (2015) call to question this assumed
linkage, which he argues supports repetitive critiques in which we always already know the consequences and
politics. I stead there is ot a d e er has ee o e resilie t su je t

ibid: 61) and the common, and
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homogenising, utilisation of an ideal t pe resilie e o s ures the u e e

a d

ar i g spatialities a d

temporalities of different resiliences.
Social resilience is the ability of individuals and communities to cope with disturbances, and the ways in which
the adapt, tra sfor a d pote tiall

e o e stro ger (Maclean et al., 2014: 146) in the face of socio-economic,

political or environmental challenges (Adger, 2000). Despite the increasing interest in resilience, and recognition
of the interconnected nature of the social and environmental, research has predominantly focused on the latter
(Maclean et al., 2014); while this is changing (see Berkes and Ross, 2013; Keck and Sakdapolrak, 2013; Magis,
2010), more work is needed to better understand this important and interdisciplinary concept. This paper
contributes to this project by offering an original analysis against the individualising tendencies of the hegemonic
neoliberal-resilience assemblage (Anderson, 2015); through a focus on community networks, which are widely
identified as critical to achieving social resilience, (Aldrich and Meyer, 2015; Krøvel, 2014; Wilson, 2015) it
positions the latter as collective.
Agriculture is an important area in which to explore these meanings of resilience because it is a critical global
se tor hara terised

olatilit a d u predi ta ilit . It is esse tial for oth far ers

a age e t strategies a d

governmental policy to understand to what extent and how farms are resilient within the contemporary context
of climate instability, land degradation, changing governmental regulations, volatile commodity prices and the
restructuring of the global agri-food regime (Cadieux and Blumberg, 2013). Farms are complex and contingent
systems composed of multiple and dynamic relations between, amongst others, owners, workers, animals, plants,
technologies, soil, weather, buildings, unions, water, government departments and chemicals (Latour, 1993,
2005). I ould therefore argue that the are est o eptualized as relatio al a d olle ti e

ore-than-hu a

entanglements that reflect the agency of both the human and nonhuman actants within these systems. Morethan-human and post-human theorists offer various
asse

a s to o eptualise the so io- aterial , and work on

lages is parti ularl useful e ause its a ou t of differe t a s i

a d a id tra sfor atio

hi h orders e dure a ross differe e

(Anderson et al., 2012: 173) connects into similar discussions around resilience.

Acknowledging the diversity of understandings of asse

lage , here it is positio ed as a o goi g pro ess of

composition across and through human and nonhuman actants that recognises the agency of both the parts and
the whole (ibid). While having similarities to actor network theory (ANT), the latter s fo us o asso iatio s rather
2

tha the relatio s of e teriorit

of a asse

re ai s outside asso iatio s ut a shape the

lage ha e ee

riti ised

ith ANT positio ed as

li d to

hat

e ertheless (Müller, 2015: 31). Assemblage thinking therefore

offers a ethos for thi ki g the relatio s et ee dura ilit a d tra sfor atio (Anderson et al., 2012: 180) and,
when combined with the normative framework of a more-than-human lens, offers a useful tool through which to
explore social resilience.
Research on agricultural resilience has, to date, largely focused on economic and policy implications and
mechanisms (Hammond et al., 2013; Maleksaeidi and Karami, 2013; Ranjan, 2014) or agro-ecological management
(Björklund et al., 2012; Lin, 2011), which often fails to take account of the embodied and immersive nature of
farming as a lifestyle and livelihood. However, there is a wealth of rural sociology, geography and anthropology
exploring the socio-cultures of agriculture, which is increasingly being drawn on to explicitly focus on social
resilience, for example through mental health (Alston, 2012; Greenhill et al., 2009; Hunt et al., 2011), farm
conversion and succession (Forney and Stock, 2014), transformational capacity (Marshall et al., 2012) and ANT
(Dwiartama and Rosin, 2014). Nevertheless, there remains a strong, humanist focus to much of this work, which
this paper builds on to more inclusively embed resilience within a more-than-human context and so more fully
acknowledge the complex socio-cultural assemblages within which all farmers are enmeshed.
The paper begins by argui g that

e eed a road u dersta di g of the so ial i order to re og ize that

communities, such as farms, are co-constructed assemblages of humans and nonhumans. It then builds on the
concept of community resilience, using an engagement with the more-than-human literatures, to develop a
conceptualisation of social resilience as relational, contextual and performed. Drawing on the 16 semi-structured
interviews of an exploratory case study conducted in 2014 with Finnish farmers and industry stakeholders, the
paper then empirically explores this more-than-human resilience through a focus on forests. In Finland, all farms
practise forestry (Hyttinen and Kola, 1995; Väre, 2007) and so this presents a shared more-than-human actant
across Finnish agriculture. The paper analyses how the forest develops, maintains and enhances community
networks through relations and practices of connection, management and security.

Finland presents an

interesting case study because its late development as an industrial and urban nation is unique within the
European context (Silvasti, 2003a), and offers a contrast to the larger-scale agricultures and more distant rural
heritages of the UK and USA, which dominate rural research (McDonagh, 2012). This paper therefore also works
3

to extend the scope of rural scholarship. It concludes that the more-than-human allows for a more fractured and
multiple conceptualization of resiliences, which helps to bridge the socio-ecological divide that persists within
resilience thinking and makes space for justice through encouraging the recognition of a co-fabricated, coo stituted a d e pa si e so ial .

2

The More-than-Human Farm: practices and relations of community

Community, like resilience, is a contested term with multiple definitions and critiques demanding recognition of
its overlapping, changeable and exclusionary nature, which is always embedded within complex networks of
power (Wilson, 2015). Broadly, community may be conceptualized as a group of individuals with shared
geographical, social, political, economic or cultural characteristics. However, more-than-human literatures have
highlighted that social relations are always structured through human-nonhuman networks (Nimmo, 2011),
reminding us that the domain of the social is a contingent, co-constitutive and interdependent assemblage of
human and nonhuman actants, relations, practices and discourses (Latour, 2005). Communities, as a key scale at
which societies are organized and operate, therefore must be constituted by similarly complex and dynamic
et orks. I e plore this here through a fo us o

the far

, a ke ele ent of and within rural communities,

considering how this is shaped through more-than-human interrelationships. The majority of more-than-human
literatures have focused on how animals impact on human ideas and communities (Johnston, 2008) and are
significant in constituting both place and identity (Holloway, 2001; Sellick and Yarwood, 2013). Given its
significance, I use this body of work to reflect on the more-than-human farm; however, as we will see in Section
5, livestock are not the only, or always central, actants on farms. Nonetheless, the work on animals prompts a
critical engagement with the non-animal and can be used to inform understandings of the interrelationships
between humans and the non-intentioning, yet active, pla t non-human.
For Holloway (2002: 2057) far i g e o es a orderi g of la d, a i als, people et . hi h produ es the far
as a effe t of a et ork . The role of non-humans in such rural networks as e os ste
he

the

take

for gra ted so ial, ultural a d e o o i i tera tio s

et ee

e gi eers is emphasized
hu a s, li esto k a d

la ds apes (Convery et al., 2005: 100) are disturbed by, for example, the impacts of disease (Sellick and Yarwood,
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2013). The assemblages of farmers and livestock in particular places are locally and historically grounded
(Holloway and Morris, 2014; Yarwood and Evans, 2006), and form interconnected and internally reinforcing
farming cultures (Gray, 1996) that govern how farmers engage with the nonhuman elements of their farms and
what being a good far er entails (Burton, 2012; Holloway, 2002; Silvasti, 2003a). We need to recognise the
agency of such symbolic, moral or discursive elements in terms of understanding what constitutes and shapes a
farm community (Krarup and Blok, 2011); as seen in changing discourses around breed characteristics (Holloway
and Morris, 2014) or ethi al agri ulture (Holloway, 2002), the farm is a constant work in progress informed by
changing socio-cultural, political, economic and environmental drivers, which requires constant performance and
(re)construction in different contexts, times and places (Riley, 2011).
Animals emerge as active participants in making the places, relations and practices that form the more-thanhuman communities of the farm. Riley (2011) notes how continual and active corporeal engagement with animals
is key to acceptance and membership within livestock farming communities, and how daily interactions with
animals can foster a sense of belonging that is spatially as well as temporally inflected. Past practices can provide
a blueprint for current activities (Riley, 2008, 2011) but animals themselves can embody the farm history,
performing the successful (or not) operation and succession of the farm. Animals are inscribed with the efforts of
several generations and so connect the past, present and future of a particular farm community (Convery et al.,
2005; Yarwood and Evans, 2006). Here, o

u it e erges as an everyday and practiced tasks ape (Ingold,

1993) of connection, identity and interaction for both human and nonhuman actants, which may be experienced
in a particular place – the farm, the showground, the market – but connects into wider spaces, times and networks.
Within these communities we cannot deny the differences between human and nonhuman actants (Bennett,
2004), hi h is e apsulated i Lati er s (2013) o eptualisatio of this relatio as a

ei g alo gside ,

hi h

retains the differences and potential tensions that may exist within this. Humans and nonhumans are always
operating in a context of asymmetrical power relations, which demand that we question who or what is benefitting
from any particular practice, and how we can give voice to the nonhuman without imposing more of our human
selves in the process (Head and Atchison, 2008). Bear (2011) argues that in order to move animals from the
shadows we need to stop speaking of them as collectives and re-focus on the individual, although more individual
eeti gs may exacerbate the feeling that the being we meet is, and shall always be, strange to us (Morton,
5

2010). However, as Phillips (2014) argues, a feeling of nonhuman difference can lead to ethical distance but,
equally, can induce a fascination, or enchantment, that fosters a long-term desire for in-depth engagement and
encourages more responsible praxis. Phillips (2014) notes that the performance of human-nonhuman relations
helps to establish atta h e ts to parti ular pla es; intimate practice can move well beyond the boundaries of
a

o e relatio

highlighti g the

ulti-species, multi-sited,

ultige eratio al relatio s that e erge through

these more-than-human entanglements (Phillips, 2014: 157).
Clearly more-than-human farm communities consist of active players beyond these animal actants. While pla ts
are eas to take for gra ted (Head and Atchison, 2008: 2) they also have agency and can act to link people and
places, embedding geographically defined communities in particular spaces through co-producing identity and
belonging in interconnected and co-constitutive ways (Jones, 2011). As Head and Atchison (2008: 1) comment
pla ts are fu da e tal pla ers i hu a li es… a d i e ersa

ut the ha e a e e

ore ghost-like presence

in the social than animals (Jones and Cloke, 2002) because there is a greater ethical distance between plants and
humans. Trees are one exception to this rule, being parti ularl sus epti le to i agi ati e so ial and cultural
o stru tio s (Cloke and Pawson, 2008: 109), because as a spe ies e ha e gro

up ith a d ithi trees a d

forests…[and through which] the continuities of time and place are made visible, immediate…ta gi le (Jones,
2011: 161-162). Trees – like livestock – therefore play a special role in the liveability of communities (Zhang et al.,
2007) as they embody past practices and carry memories into the present with their materiality impacting directly
on the meaningfulness of a place, and how it is performed and experienced (Cloke and Pawson, 2008). However,
e hoi g Bear s (2011) critique, plants too tend to be considered as a collective rather than as individuals (Head
and Atchison, 2008). This lack of ethical standing is exacerbated by their transformability as they become food or
biofuels, which arguably increases the distance between the user and the original plant. While this can make
production processes more transparent, foregrounding questions of ethics around these conditions, this
alienation prevents similar concern for the plant(s) (Head and Atchison, 2008).
The inclusivity of a more-than-human social, explored here through the practices and affects of animals and plants
as active agents within communities, enables us to recognize a broader range of relations and networks, which
can strengthen or weaken the identity, collaboration and cohesion of a community. As Wilson (2015: 230)
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o

e ts o

ti e ,

3

u ities are o ti uousl a d si ulta eousl affe ted

se eral disturbances at any point in

ea i g that they must therefore constantly work to be resilient.

Community Resilience in a More-than-Human World
Co

u it

esilie e is the e iste e, de elop e t a d e gage e t of o

u it

esou es

community members to thrive in an environment characterized by change, uncertainty, unpredictability,
a d su p ise
Magis (2010: 402)
Despite

idespread re og itio of

o

u it

as a pro le ati a d o tested o ept (Wilson, 2010), its

positioning as a key scale at which social resilience is implemented has led to increasing attention to the concept
of o

u it resilie e , addressing the previous neglect of this scale of analysis (see Berkes and Ross, 2013;

Krøvel, 2014; Magis, 2010; Robinson and Berkes, 2011; Wilson, 2015). Community resilience centres around the
apa ilit of a o

u it to deal ith stressors a d resu e the rh th s of dail life (Aldrich and Meyer, 2015:

255). As with resilience more broadly, definitional and measurement issues abound (Anderson, 2015) although
community networks – the so ial pro esses a d a ti ities that support people a d groups i a pla e (Maclean et
al., 2014: 149) – and community resources are common attributes (Aldrich and Meyer, 2015; Berkes and Ross,
2013; Magis, 2010; Wilson, 2015). Resources refer to a diverse range of economic, political, social, cultural, natural
and built elements, which must be developed and used; it is not enough to have the capacity to act (Magis, 2010),
community resilience is facilitated by an active engagement

ith the o

u it s resour es. It is therefore a

collective process rather than an outcome (Berkes and Ross, 2013), a position that recognizes that communities
themselves are never stable (Wilson, 2015). This acknowledges a key difference between social and ecological
systems: change, not stasis, is the constant here because learning and social memory mean that a human system
a

e er re ert a k to so e origi al state (Folke et al., 2003; Magis, 2010).

Social resilience is therefore something that is practiced within a messy, complex and unpredictable world (Krøvel,
2014) and, while equitable flourishing of all members of the community may be the aim (Mason and Pulvirenti,
2013), uneven power relations mean that community members will neither be equally exposed to a disturbance
7

nor have an equal capacity to participate. A common assumption is that everyone will benefit if the resilience of
a community is enhanced (Fainstein, 2015) because this is a multi-scalar, multidimensional and co-produced
process (Berkes and Ross, 2013; Krøvel, 2014; Mason and Pulvirenti, 2013) but the often highly divergent aims and
complex power networks within communities (Wilson, 2010) mean that resilience-building strategies may be
exclusionary. This paper addresses one exclusion innate to current conceptualisations of community resilience.
While resilience literatures recognize the complex interconnections between human and ecological systems
(Folke, 2006), where are the nonhuman actants? The i porta e assig ed to a ti e age

ithi social

resilience literatures has assigned nonhumans a passive role si e only humans anticipate change and use social,
political, and cultural means to i flue e resilie e (Berkes and Ross, 2013: 16).
In contrast to this anthropocentric understanding, to more-than-hu a s holars hu a s are e
rather than outside o hu a
ho

eshed

ith

ature (Head and Muir, 2006: 510) and so:

e a e is elatio all

o stituted a d depe de t upo li ks that st et h fa

e o d ou sel es i ti e

a d spa e, to pla es a d ei gs holl othe to hat e see as that hi h o stitutes ou p ope sel es
(Metzger, 2014: 1008)
This demands a reassessment of agency, which becomes relo ated i pra ti e rather tha dis ourse

ith the

intentioning subject no longer conflated with ausalit (Dixon, 2009: 414). The severing of this link establishes
agency as an emergent property, a relational effect of the assemblages of humans and nonhumans, partial
connections and intermittent attachments that constitute a more-than-human world (Latimer and Miele, 2013;
Nimmo, 2011). This is an integrated, intersecting, co-constituted, clashing, collaborative and co-dependent space
(Panelli, 2010) in which agency is a continuum, a power that is differentially expressed by all material bodies
(Latour, 1999). Bennett (2004) argues that while we must acknowledge the shared material basis of all human or
nonhuman things, this does not deny the differences or asymmetrical power relations that exist between them
(Latimer and Miele, 2013). However, recognizing our material and relational nature arguably establishes a greater
se se of i ter o

e tio a d so e ourages ethi al a tio through e lighte ed self-i terest (Bennett, 2004: 361).

Chandler (2013) argues that such associational connectivity is pushing agency onto the everyday, self-reflexivity
of the individual, which makes us responsible for the world but only able to take action through working on our
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own self-growth. However, if agency is relational and collective (Dwiartama and Rosin, 2014), resilience is no
longer solely dependent on our intentional actions. When resilience is similarly understood as a relational and
emergent property, actions that deliberately attempt to develop and enhance it are found alongside those that
are responding to the unexpected events triggered by an active but not intentioning (non)human. This highlights
the contextuality and dynamism of resilience, which must be constantly performed through ever-shifting relations
and environments (Dwiartama and Rosin, 2014; Latimer and Miele, 2013). This both emphasizes the multiplicity
of different resiliences between, and within, contexts, and decentres the individual in our focus, who becomes
positioned as part of a networked assemblage. An i di idual

a still hoose to u dertake self-gro th

ut this

now depends on action across the multiple relations that constitute this self .
This pro otes a ethi al respo se through foregrou di g the i ti ate o
hu a s a d the o hu a

e tio s et ee

(Lawson, 2007: 6) in what Ginn (2014) ter s a o tagio

are for oth

odel of ethi s. A joyful

focus on connectivity, vitality and belonging can obscure as much as it reveals and so Ginn (2014) asks what of the
o hu a s e relate to o l through a hoped-for a se e ? Ho do e a k o ledge the e lusio s that also
create particular places? To Ginn (2014) it is the space beyond relations that creates the opportunity for interspecies ethics through detachment but this still connects us with those we want to exclude. We continue to
respond to their presence/absence, anticipating their movements and dealing with the unpredictable nature of
our encounters. More-than-human resiliences demand that we are responsive to all the relations, whether of
connection or detachment, that constitute our self-assemblages. Ginn (2014) highlights the complex and
unpredictable networks and communities that constitute a place, reminding us that
hu a s a d

oder so ieties, forgetti g that the do ai of the so ial is

u h

e te d to li it the so ial to

ore e te si e that that (Latour,

2005: 6). The inclusivity of a more-than-human social, and recognition of our entangled intersubjectivity,
promotes a relational understanding of ethics (Massey, 2004; Popke, 2006) in which individual ethical
responsibility is already enmeshed within practices of collective, multi-scale responsibility (Barnett et al., 2005). It
is clear that nonhumans do not intentionally contribute to resilience; instead, it is through their actions and
relations with each other and humans that relations, practices, opportunities and things emerge that can enhance
the resilience (or vulnerability) of the community. This constant performance connects into Puig de la Bella asa s
(2010) approach to ethics as an everyday doing. Through this she o

e ts the perso al to the olle ti e a d
9

decentres the human, as well as grounding ethical obligation in concrete relationalities i the
To paraphrase, resilience emerges as e
for

ibid:

a d are for ed

aki g ibid: 152).

edded i the pra ti es that

ai tai the e s of relatio alit that e

, so i the er i ter of our i ter o

e tio s a d i tera tio s (Schmidt, 2013).

Resilience appears in this account as a lucky coincidence but while the intentional agency of humans may have
been decentred to make spa e for the ra do

thi g-po er of thi gs (Bennett, 2004), this does not negate the

possibility of, or indeed potential need for, deliberate practices to steer a community along a resilient path.
Although hu a s

a

o lo ger e at the e tre of thi gs, this does ot e use hu a it fro

thi ki g a out

its position in the context of a wider set of relatio s ith the rest of ature; rather it heighte s this respo si ilit
(Cudworth and Hobden, 2015: 136). Furthermore, resilience is not always positive and may be specific to only one
element of the system, at the expense of others and the resilience of the system as a whole (Folke et al., 2010).
Given that it is a systems concept (Folke et al., 2010) and emergent through the relations and properties of this
system (Day, 2014), resilience is therefore dependent on the interactions between all of its members, and so in
turn their individual capabilities (which shape these relations of resilience or vulnerability) must be supported and
enhanced. A resilient agent contributes to the resilience of the community as a whole (Berkes and Ross, 2013);
therefore, through acknowledging its dynamism, contextuality and relationality, a more inclusive and ethically
grounded more-than-human resilience emerges.

4

Research Context

This paper draws on an exploratory pilot project, which involved 16 semi-structured interviews with farmers from
the Etelä-Savo and Kymenlaakso regions of Southern Finland and representatives of national and regional
agricultural institutions, as well as policy documents from NGOs, unions and government bodies. All interviews
were conducted in April 2014. The key governmental and non-governmental stakeholders in these regions were
identified from policy literatures as the Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries (MMM), MTK (the central
union of agricultural producers and forest owners), Saimaan Luomo (a regional organic organization) and Evira
(the national organic certifier), and representatives from each were interviewed. The original focus of the research
was to explore the interactions and impacts of the multiple socio-economic, environmental and political
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imperatives at work within Finnish agriculture, and so interviews focused on the challenges faced, responses and
strategies for the future. The study recognised the potentially different pressures exerted by various regulatory
systems and aimed to explore these through a comparison of the experiences of organic and conventional
producers, although the limited sample size meant that this was not possible.
Both Etelä-Savo and Kymenlaakso are heavily forested but, being in the south-east of Finland, have relatively
favourable climates for agricultural production.

While there are producers of all types in both regions,

Kymenlaakso has a higher proportion of arable land producing both fodder and food crops, while Etelä-Savo has
more dairy and meat production. Farmers were recruited through contacts at the Ruralia Institute, University of
Helsinki, and, while the potential sample was limited to those confident speaking English, it included a range of
farmers (four arable, two vegetable, four dairy and two mixed producers) and farm sizes (11-290 hectares)
reflective of the type of farming in these regions. As is common in Finland, all farms also practiced forestry
(Hyttinen and Kola, 1995; Väre, 2007) with forest holdings ranging from 16 to 197 hectares.
Given the time constraints of conducting interviews on working farms, field observations were only possible on
one farm but anecdotal evidence and discussions with Finnish colleagues helped develop the ideas about the role
of the forest within the Finnish farm. Despite the small sample size, this allowed for a relatively broad and
o parati e u dersta di g of the far ers o

e tio s

ithi the far

asse

lage, the halle ges the faced

and their strategies to be(come) resilient, although as an exploratory study the wider applicability of the findings
cannot be asserted. However, it offers some interesting insights for further discussions and research around social
and community resiliences.
Finnish farmers have long faced environmental, economic, political and social challenges but their relative
uncompetitiveness, and the consequent need for structural reform, only became apparent on joining the
European Union (EU) in 1995 (Väre, 2007):
…o l 8% of the la d a ea is fa
ields of a a le fa

i gae e

sto age fa ilities a e e

la d…the g o i g seaso is sho t…o the Eu opea s ale the a e age
lo …the uildi g osts of li esto k uildi gs, a ehouses a d

a ue

high…[it is] difficult to create larger uniform arable land areas. The small size

and scattered location of [land] parcels cause additional costs to farming and make it difficult to increase

11

the fa

size. Ofte the e a e diffe e t t pes of soil… hi h is h fe tilisatio

[and] the fi al op is ot of u ifo

a

e diffi ult to pla …

ualit
MMM (2007)

Despite these issues, agriculture and forestry remained central to the Finnish economy for a long time (Solsten
and Meditz, 1988); i deed, Fi la d s very recent rural heritage has resulted in a deep and persistent peasant
culture (Buciega et al., 2009; Silvasti, 2003a) in which continuity of the family farm is the central objective (Silvasti,
2003b). However, since joining the EU, Finland has experienced trends, echoed across Europe, of increasing farm
size, decreasing number of farms, increasing average age of farmers and decreasing number of farm transfers
(Hietala-Koivu, 2002; Väre, 2007) that are impacting on the achievement of this social script. While the MMM
(2013) argues that the EU s Common Agricultural Policy (CAP) has enhanced agricultural competitiveness, since
1995 a growing share of farm income has come from EU or national support payments. According to the MMM
(2011) 29% is earned behind a desk rather than in the field, conflicting with what Finnish farmers consider to
constitute good farming (Silvasti, 2003a). Finland receives a higher value of EU subsidies than its relative weight
in agricultural output value (Eurostat, 2013) because of low productivity (Pouta et al., 2011) and rural depopulation
(MMM, 2011). Within Finland the key objectives of CAP are therefore i terpreted as preser i g sustai a le food
produ tio

ased o fa il far i g a d preser i g the ia ilit of rural areas a d pro oti g ala ed regio al

de elop e t (MMM, 2013). Agriculture consequently remains important and, combined with the continuing
script of continuity (Silvasti, 2003b), this offers compelling political and social motivations for Finnish farmers to
be(come) resilient.

5

Practising Resilience: assembling the forest

Dwiartama and Rosin (2014: 35) argue that …the a ilit of hu a s to… uild resilie e is depe de t upo the
specific relatio s et ee the

a d the o hu a

o po e t , and this paper could have focused on the

te h ologies, dis ourses, i se ts, pathoge s, li esto k or a

of the other o hu a s that i fle ted the far ers

conversations. However, the forest emerged as a particularly important actant across all the farms of this
exploratory study. While the trees themselves do not intentionally or actively work towards resilience, this reflects
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not passivity but a more varied, subtle, multi-scalar and inter-temporal repertoire of capacities for action (Brice,
2014). The olle ti e of the Fi

ish far

, of

hi h the forest forms a part, can hold together in shifting,

contextual and practised ways across and through differences, ensuring the resilience or vulnerability of a farm.
Nonetheless, while each farming community holds particular ideals of what constitutes the desired farmscape to
be preserved, this does not preclude the possibility of other formations. Therefore, in order to understand the
Finnish farm, we must first consider the historic production of the forest nested within and through it; how is the
Finnish forest assembled and held in place, and how does it work to open up, or close down, the possibilities for
resilience of the farm community as a whole?
While the majority of farms in Finland own forest, around 20% of the Finnish population more broadly are also
forest owners (Vainio and Paloniemi, 2012). Jones (2011: 160) argues that forests reate po erful la ds apes
which can enclose the person, enclose whole communities, e e

atio s a d i Fi la d, the forest has lo g ee

considered a key source of national well-being (Sarkki and Rönkä, 2012). This position was arguably strengthened
by its central positio i Fi la d s i depe de e,

hi h

as i itiall supported e o o i all al ost e tirel

through its forest industries (Kotilainen and Rytteri, 2011). The forest is therefore ke i
atio al ide tit a d so o

e tio s to the forest are o

e losi g Fi la d s

o l positio ed as i porta t ele e ts of Fi

ish-

ess (Pentikainen, 1995); one arable far er, i re ou ti g his fa il s far i g histor , oted that follo i g the
post-WWII border changes with Russia, resettled farmers were granted areas of both field and forest. Forests
therefore represent important spaces in both farm and broader rural communities, connecting farmers into strong
discourses of national identity, and so identifying them through their ownership and practices as specifically
Finnish farmers.
Following Foucault, all discourses are grounded in the particular contexts and power relations of their times and
a forest is a si ilarl histori produ tio (DeLanda, 2006), being shaped by the cultural, economic, political and
social environments through which it grows as a biological ecosystem. Forests emerged in the accounts of the
Finnish farmers as places of connection, management and/or security highlighting that they were understood not
as biological entities but as social constructs, with their materiality only discussed in terms of how it was
experienced. This hints towards their pla t age
e ou ters ithi

,

hi h e erges through the asso iatio s, pra ti es a d

hi h ha ges i pla ts affe t, displa e a d tra sfor hu a

odies a d o du t (Brice, 2014:
13

946); through exploring how forests are assembled as places of connection, management or security, their coconstitutive relationship with human practices emerges.

A. The Forest as a Place of Temporal Connection
The forest offered a place of both temporal and spatial connection to farmers, linking to the broader
communities involved in forestry and wood products as well as offering a practised connection to those past
and future generations working on the farm. As one arable farmer commented:
…the fo est I sell, the asi

o k all that has ee do e

de ades efo e I a sell a thi g… the

g a dfathe …it

a take a ouple of

o k i the fo est that I do, I thi k someone really get some

income for that after 50 or 60 years
The forest here is positio ed as the li i g tissue of ti e (Jones, 2011: 162) and so has the capacity to carry
memories into the present and beyond through marking, and being marked by, the lives of the farmers going
on around it (Cloke and Pawson, 2008). Here, the forest is assembled through the traces of the past embedded
in the materiality of the trees, which have been marked by the practices of are sho
grandfather, and those ei g i du ed

this far er s

the per ei ed urre t eeds of the forest a d the far ers se se of

responsibility to their descendants. The far ers e perie e of a li ear ti eli e o

e ti g the

to the past

and future, and tethering them in the present, is rooted in the sense of continuity and security offered by the
forest (Berglund, 2008) for, as one dairy far er oted, it s o ti uousl there… . Gi e the far ers
discussions around forest clearances and the annual felling of particular trees, it is clear that while the
components and form may change, the o erall asse

lage of forest as u derstood

the far ers o ti ues.

However, this perception of stability and the view of the forest as a collective whole, with limited regard to its
composition, may hinder efforts to preserve and protect forests. Dairy farms are increasing in size, a common
trend across Europe, and while this increases milk production to a more financially viable level, it also increases
other outputs. Slurry can only be spread in Finland at certain times of year and organic regulations further
limit the amount that can be applied to an area. When discussing this challenge, the Evira representative noted
that farmers were increasingly resorting to clearing forest simply to have the space to spread manure. This
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solution is arguably made more feasible because the scale of the Finnish forest lessens the perceived impact
that each forest clearance has.
Connections to the past are also reflected in such relatio s of a se e through far ers perso al or fa ilial
memories of clearing forest in order to create such new farmland. The existence of particular fields and the
practices necessary to maintain them, such as using extra fertilizer or grazing stock to keep trees down,
provided an embodied connection to those in the past who had laboured hard to create the farm in its current
form. Agricultural landscapes are always haunted by past generations because their practices are still
imprinted in contemporary field patterns, buildings, crop rotations, forest clearances and tools that are all the
result of de isio s take lo g ago. All the tra es of prese e of those o a se t (Wylie, 2009: 279) often
ser e to e for e a arrati e of o ti uit

ith the past ei g ast as i separa le fro

for ears

ho had

farmed the same la d (Riley, 2008: 1283).
B. The Forest as a Place of Management
The forest was also assembled through practices of management; it is not a wilderness but is governed
according to accepted criteria laid down by the state that aim for both biodiversity and timber production
(Vainio and Paloniemi, 2012). One vegetable farmer positioned working in the forest as a typical activity for
Finnish farmers and, while only a few did all the work themselves, the majority undertook the smaller, standard
forestry tasks:
… he the fo est is still ou g a d ou a do it
when it s the fi al ha est …the the o pa

a uall , ou take so e of the t ees i

et ee

ut

does that (Dairy Farmer)

We do pla ti g ou sel es a d taki g a e of the ou g fo est (Arable Farmer)
The forest therefore e erged i far ers dis ussio s as a tasks ape (Ingold, 1993), which strengthened
feelings of embeddedness in the space of the forest-farm through the active construction of, and embodied
engagement with, this environment. As well it enabled farmers to practice the social scripts of what it means
to e a good far er i these parti ular far i g o

u ities through e gagi g ith e eryday forestry. Even

for those for whom the forest only formed a small element of their annual practices, it remained central in
shaping their identities for, as one vegetable farmer commented, … o ada s e do t spe d

a

hou s i
15

fo est… [but] asi all

e a e fo est fa

, with even limited time serving to foster a sense of belonging.

However, particular discourses regarding the appropriate usage of the forest were hegemonic with only one
farmer discussing his desire for conservation. For the others, there was a sense that the forest needed to be
a aged properl
I do t ha e so a
ot e

ith its riti al positio
ig t ees left a

ithin the economy of the farm shaping attitudes towards it:
o e e ause the

as all, the fo est as the sa e age a d that s

good. You should ha e fo est that s diffe e t age … [in a] small forest you have almost every

time that trees are same age, when they are cut it takes many ages till next time you get the money…
(Arable Farmer)
However, while this reflects the dominant, productivist discourses surrounding forest management, it also
demonstrates the unruly nature of the forest however strictly it may be managed (Cloke and Pawson, 2008).
Even managed trees have the capacity to be active agents through offering cover and protection to other
species (Griffin, 2010) or the impact of their different temporalities on the work patterns of their human
companions (Brice, 2014). This farmer could not escape the nature of how the forest grows, which served to
frustrate his efforts at maximising economic returns, and so he had to adapt his practices, and projected cashflow, to the timescales of the trees.
To the industry stakeholders, the management of the forest scaled up beyond these immediate practices,
connecting into broader opportunities and debates. Both the MTK and Saimaan Luomu reflected on the
gro i g atio al a d i ter atio al dri es for re e a le e erg , as dis ussed i the MMM s (2015) National
Forest Strategy 2025, and meeting greenhouse gas emissions targets. The Saimaan Luomu representative
oted that i Fi la d e had a discussion about this, less than 10 years ago, but nowadays I think our focus is
ha ged fro

the food se tor to the forestr se tor i relatio to the latter s greater potential as both a

renewable energy source and carbon sink. For MTK, as the national strategy in relation to climate change and
forestr is further de eloped, this a

ha ge far ers attitudes to ards their forest, with the hope expressed

that:
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…it ould i a a

e e t ep e eu ship as ell e ause o ada s it s, i a a , the fo est is the bank for

the farm. When they need to do an investment they are cutting the trees, but they could harvest it more if
the aim of e e a le e e g

ould go o …

Although these more macro-scale linkages were not identified by the farmers themselves in this study, through
these the forest exerts its capacity to connect farmers into broader national and international projects. In turn
this enrols the farmers in additional regulatory requirements, for example around responses to global
environmental change, and over time may enforce a change in attitudes and so management practices.

C. The Forest as a Place of Economic Security
Interestingly, the Finnish farmers and industry stakeholders referred to forests only in relation to the
economically – or politically – valuable trees, ignoring the other actants in these spaces. Only the farmer
interested in conservation recognised the need for diverse forest ecosystems, stating that he wanted:
…to o se e so eho a pa t of

fo est so I a t to… ake kind of different kind of forest types with

diffe e t ki d of t ees i the sa e fo est so… ot like it ould e a field of t ees ut it ould e a li i g,
biodiverse forest and then I also want to keep some places that have already like grown forest that would
e ead to ha est, I e ee thi ki g to keep the that a a d ki d of, keep e tai a eas that ould
de elop i pea e to o e da

e eall old, i e fo est… (Vegetable Farmer)

Nevertheless, despite this far er s desire to ot just ha e a field of trees and recognition of the presence of
other actants within the forest assemblage, the continuing economic needs of the farm as a whole still
structured his understandings of, and engagements with, the forest for, as he noted:
… he I

ake this ig investment it was 2008, we made some more cold storage and this packing

station, office and social area. Then I was selling wood, forest to finance the project … and also when
e uilt ou o

house, I also sold so e fo est to fi a e ou o

ho e… (Vegetable Farmer)

This reference to the financial security offered by the forest was common, with – as noted above - many
positio i g it as a

a k:
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…it s like o e , a a ou t i the a k. It s fo the ad da s, if ou eed o e sudde l , ou a take it
fo
…
the

the fo est (Dairy Farmer)
the a i g of the fo est as a a k is he
ou ould ha e

‘Forest is little bit e t a

ou ade i est e ts ou sta ted

o e to u , to uild a e

a

loggi g ou fo est,

o so ethi g… (Evira Representative)

o e to use (Dairy Farmer)

This reliance on the forest is nothing new, with income disparities between agriculture and other sectors being
reduced in the 1980s through the supplementary income offered by forestry (IBP, 2015). As the MMM
represe tati e refle ted the far

i o es fro

their far

itself has ee li ited because they have had lots

of i o es fro the forest a d for a lo g ti e the ha e di ersified to other areas… . Di ersifi atio in general
has therefore always been an economic strategy for Finnish farmers with those in my study also engaging in
tourism, education, a farm shop, handicrafts, machine rental and municipal snow ploughing. Interestingly, as
Figure 1 shows, forestry actually represents a decreasing proportion of farm income (2000-2010). This is
arguably due to the structural reform in Finnish agriculture post-1995, when Finland joined the EU, with more
far s e o i g part-ti e a d so i reasi gl relia t o

aged i o e as opposed to the more traditional

but time-consuming forestry work (Hilden et al., 2012; Puurunen and Vare, 2002). In turn, this change in owner
characteristics has, Suuriniemi et al. (2012) argue, also diversified their objectives with conservation and
recreation increasingly valued.
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Figure 1 Farmers Dependence on Forestry as Part of Overall Income. Source: Statistics Finland (2012)

Nonetheless, despite this empirical evidence, the rhetoric around the economic significance of the forest
persists, and in the far ers a ou ts of their e er da pra ti es it loomed larger than any other incomegenerating activity. This is arguably because of the role of the forest in the dominant social scripts of Finnish
national and agricultural identity. It embeds the farmers of this case study in the particular places of their
farms through their continual, embodied practice of managing the trees, which in turn offer economic returns
through lumber, heating material for the farmhouse or as a source of traditional bark-based handicrafts.
These three ways in which the Finnish forest was composed were held in place through the embodied experiences
and practised dis ourses that perfor ed the forest . The are ot the o l possi le asse

lages and are not

exclusive, with those components that offer temporal connections entering into different relations to also be
understood as opportunities for management or economic security. The forest therefore emerges as a fluid and
ongoing process, an open place that is constantly in formation (Anderson et al., 2012). So, how do these different
compositions shape the resilience of their farm communities?
As Burton (2004: 210) argues la ds apes are

D portraits of the i u

e t far i g fa il ,

ith the ature of

farming allowing for collective, symbolic displays of skill, identity and commitment across generations. Like the
livestock discussed earlier, the forest has the capacity to link the present to the past and future, which offers a
valuable, longitudinal connection to the place of the farm, embedding and strengthening the people-place
connections recognised as critical to social resilience (Berkes and Ross, 2013; Maclean et al., 2014; Wilson, 2015).
The long time-scales that engaging in this production system entailed, with an average production cycle of around
100 years, also inflected the everyday thinking of the farmers. While this was shaped by the daily, seasonal or
annual rhythms of, for example, cabbage or beef production, the need to also think across decades fostered longterm planning for the farm more generally; this encouraged resilient practices through getting farmers to
articulate a future imaginary of their farm to work towards. However, these long time frames also offer a
challenge. While forest-farmers have always had uncertainty in terms of how to manage the forest given that the
results of their labour will only be seen in a century, the contemporary backdrop of global environmental change
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has foregrounded this question through the increased agri-environmental demands of regulators to adapt to, and
mitigate, this unknown future.
Through its capacity to connect, temporally and spatially, and composition as a fundamentally practised space,
the forest is also enabled as a repository of, and space to develop, knowledge and skills, as well as offering an
opportunity to maintain a diverse farm economy – further elements of a resilient community (Maclean et al.,
2014). Ho e er, it is the do i a t e o o i fo us hi h per aded far ers a ou ts, which I argue highlights
oth the so ial s ripts arou d ei g a good forest-far er as

ell as the exclusions that these particular

constructions of the forest as managed, economically important and connective assemblages enact. Farmers here
conflated the forest with trees alone fostering the collective rather than individual approach advocated by Bear
(2011) and Head and Atchison (2008). It is only through volume that the forest is economically significant –
individual trees may be considered as particularly fine timber, as unruly or as requiring removal but this is always
ithi the o te t of are for the forest as a hole:
I ha e to go ut the

o g t ees a a a d just lea e the est o es (Arable Farmer)

… utti g the ki d of othe
a t to g o

a hes a d t ees off to lea e spa e fo the certain type of wood which we

(Beef Farmer)

These discussions highlight the or ati e dis ourses arou d good a d

ad trees that inflect these far ers

engagements with the forest. Through this we can begin to see the exclusions perpetuated with non-desirable
trees, other plants, birds, animals and insects relatively silent, at least until their presence becomes visible through
the destruction or subversion of the far ers

a age e t strategies.

Forests also appeared as socially exclusionary, being particularly gendered landscapes with forestry positioned as
a s ork E ira Representative); as o e far er oted ith pride

hus a d is e pert i forest thi gs Dairy

Farmer). This is grounded in the modernist development of the national forestry sector in Finland, inspired by
visions of human control over nature (Kotilainen and Rytteri, 2011), which in themselves represent certain
gendered relations of domination (Cloke and Pawson, 2008). It led on to the forest being positioned as a space of
psychological retreat with the dairy farmer continuing, forest is a little it his ho

… it s er good for our health

to ork i the forest, e tal health . The practical nature of the work, the delegation of heavy jobs to contractors
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and the embodied sense of being in the forest combined with the enforced slow time frames served to foster a
more relaxed attitude. In contrast to the pressures of responding to retailer orders, the demands placed by the
trees were more manageable; as one beef farmer noted I ha e 9 ha of forest a d I a age

self… o e tree

grows 90 years so I have enough time! While forests provide a backdrop for a range of practices including berry
collecting, mushroom picking, walking, fishing, hunting and skiing, these were not mentioned by the farmers, and
their emphasis on forestry establishes this as a traditional, male taskscape centred around particular tree species
rather than a more inclusive space. I suggest that the continuity and expression of a particular farming self offered
by the forest can act negatively with the past serving as a compass in the performance of current practices (Riley,
2008) including patriarchical relations, restricting innovation and constraining agency. The feeling of being
respo si le to the ghosts of the past a redu e far ers a ilit to

ake their o

a age e t de isio s

(Lähdesmäki and Matilainen, 2014).
Through a range of interconnected and multi-scalar relations and practices, forests serve to connect these
particular farm communities across time and space through embedding individuals in familial or communal spaces,
fostering a sense of national identity and engaging the farmers in embodied taskscapes. The forests and their
constituent elements are active agents in shaping the places, relations and practices that form the more-thanhuman assemblages of these Finnish farms; their cycles of growth and decay can serve to strengthen social
resilience through providing beneficial economic, cultural and natural resources (Wilson, 2015), as well as
e ha i g far ers o

e tio to the pla e of their far (Berkes and Ross, 2013; Magis, 2010). However, through

the different attitudes farmers demonstrated towards the management of their forests, and glimpses of the active
yet unintentional agency of the trees and other nonhuman actants, we can see that these are dynamic and highly
contextual systems. For one forest, rodent pests might be an issue (Griffin, 2010), while in others invasive plant
spe ies, i se ts or pathoge s

a

e sig ifi a t a ta ts; further ore, the ideal forest stri e for ill e shaped

by different cultural scripts and its achievement impacted by varying weather and climate systems. Therefore,
while the forest assemblage may offer the potential to enhance the resilience of a farm or rural community,
impacts are always ultimately unpredictable (Berkes and Ross, 2013). The resilience of the farm requires a
constant performance to ensure that this relational assemblage comes together in resilient ways; these will be
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different depending on the particular spaces, places, actants, relations and practices of the farm and so demands
that we acknowledge the multiplicity of possible resiliences.

6

Conclusions

A more-than-human focus on social resilience opens out this concept to acknowledge its uneven, contextual,
multiple, relational and practised nature. Through the expanding view of the social presented by more-thanhuman literatures, communities emerge as entangled, interdependent and relationally constituted assemblages
of both human and nonhuman actants. Recognising the active, but not intentioning, subjectivity of the
nonhumans within these relocates agency in praxis, with it becoming an emergent, relational property of the
network. The individual therefore becomes decentred and instead their positioning within an interconnected
assemblage is foregrounded. In turn this demands that – since a resilient community needs to be constituted of
resilient actants – we must be responsive to all the relations, whether positive or negative, of connection or
detachment, that constitute the networks we are constituted by. Furthermore, all needs and capabilities must be
supported or enhanced, given their potential impact on the resilience or vulnerability of the community as a
whole. Resilience therefore becomes not a process of individual responsibilisation but embedded in, and
emergent from, the practices that maintain the networks of relationality that we form, and are formed by (Puig
de la Bellacasa, 2010).
The forest was a key part of an explicitly Finnish farmer identity but it also simultaneously fell into the background
as simply part of the broader, take for gra ted far s ape. This as disrupted

the u i te tio ing but unruly

bodies of the trees themselves or the other flora and fauna of the forest, the imprints left by the past or the
economic imperative of financial needs elsewhere on the farm; then, the forest was foregrounded, providing and
stabilising the sense of community, connections to place and natural resources that are all critical elements within
community resilience. The communities the forest connected to were both spatial and temporal, linking farmers
to collective, national identities as well as familial ones through connections both to the past, present and future.
The forest offered a reassuring sense of continuity, and interactions with it allowed for an embodied experience
of belonging as well as being in the forest, which was inscribed with the practices of past years and generations.
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However, despite offering significant socio-cultural, economic and environmental support to the resilience of the
farm-community, uneven power relations between, in particular, the human and nonhuman actants continued.
The forest emerged as a collective but exclusive space, in which trees were only individually identified through a
or ati e assess e t of useful ess , ith those spe ies that ere ot e o o i all

aluable not being allowed

to flourish. This has potential implications for the future resilience of the forest farm if its biodiversity is reduced
to such an extent that economically limiting and environmentally unsustainable monocultures redefine how the
forest is understood and produced.
As Folke at al (2003) note change, not stasis, is the constant in social systems and through the focus on the
relational networks of these Finnish forest-farms we can see that they are constant works in progress, and must
continuously be performed through, in this instance, forestry in order to iteratively persist. Given the diversity in
types of forest, climate, weather, soil, flora and fauna, alongside the nature of the farm, farmer and all the other
human and nonhuman actants in the assemblages that constitute them, we can see that resilience can never be
practised in the same way. Instead, it is fractured and multiple, dependent on the relations between the actants
within a particular space or community. This opens up resilience to the whole host of actants who, importantly,
are already and have long been active agents within it. This contextuality disrupts attempts to operationalise
resilience beyond a local scale, and highlights the need for continuing theoretical and empirical development in
order to be able to comparatively measure resilience, and so transfer the best practice that would enhance the
socio-ecological resilience of vulnerable communities. Within this, greater recognition also needs to be given to
the constraints and opportunities offered by the relationships with, and between, nonhuman actants. To achieve
this, more work is needed to engage in depth with communities in order to understand the role, relations and
impacts of the nonhuman in developing more-than-human resiliences.
While focusing here on agricultural systems, the debates in this paper also connect into broader contemporary
discussions around the nature and relevance of resilience, how it may be promoted and who is affected/excluded
by resilience strategies (Adger and Nelson, 2010; Bourbeau, 2015; Fainstein, 2015; Levine et al., 2012) in addition
to debates around farming systems (see, for example, Forney and Stock, 2014; Stock and Forney, 2014) and
posthuman/more-than-human geographies. ‘efle ti g o Diprose s (2014) concerns around the individualisation
and inequalities of resilience, I argue that recognising the social as co-fabricated and co-constituted fosters a more
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just resilience within a locality through demanding that we bolster the resilience of all the actants – human and
nonhuman – within that assemblage. In turn, through the more-than-human reconceptualization of agency, this
arguably bridges the socio-ecological divide that persists in resilience thinking through encouraging the
recognition that we are all active and entangled actants.
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